Who We Are
The San Diego Council for Arts and Architecture is made up of members of the AEC and arts community focused on creating opportunities for Architects, Designers and Artists to communicate and collaborate. The SDCAA will be hosting and collaborating on lectures, panel discussions, performances, and events that creatively challenge perspectives and inspire collaboration. Programs investigate the relationship between artists, architects, and designers – focusing on the intersection of art and its integration into the design process, and its potential to reframe public spaces as sites for engagement. Our goal is to encourage our members to share their hidden talents or to engage with and or identify artists that they would like to work with or learn more about. The SDCAA will host an ongoing series of public events and exhibitions that will examine the collective experience between Art and Architecture, Design and Process, Built and Un-Built, and Past, Present and Future.

Project Description
We are pleased to announce the launch of an Art and Architecture series with an exhibition that explores the intersection of Artist and Architect. The kickoff event is an exhibit of local Architects, Designers and Artists engaged in creating art and being inspired by the work of others. Through the process of Projection Mapping; Jury selected artwork will be integrated throughout the evening’s event filling the space with a dynamic atmosphere and presenting local talents. The event will explore the intersection of art and technology and its integration into the design process with the potential to reframe public spaces as sites for engagement.

Artwork and Artist Considerations
Submission is open to any medium of art that can be digitized or is already digital (video, photography, painting, Renderings, 2D artwork etc..) are welcome to be submitted. To submit work you shall be a member of one or more of the San Diego IIDA, AIA, SDAF, or professional local artist. Members who do not create their own works of art are encouraged to reach out and discover rising local artists to share with the member’s group (a maximum of 3 digital images, minimum 72 dpi)

Media
All work selected for exhibition must already be digital or be capable of being integrated and displayed via projection. Select works will be collected and on display during the exhibition.
Awards
● Prizes will be awarded for 1st, 2nd and 3rd – by People’s choice and Juried selection

Submission Guidelines
● Contact information (Name, Phone, Email)
● Brief description of work presented
● 1 – 3 digital images of selected art work, labeled (72dpi minimum) (Higher resolution images (300dpi) will be requested if the work is selected)
● Current Member of the San Diego IIDA, AIA, SDAF, sponsored by a member in good standing or a professional local artist.

Selection Process
Artists are chosen through a peer-reviewed process that uses a selection panel, comprised of visual arts professionals and member organization representatives, which will review submissions and select the artist(s) to exhibit. Jury to be announced in the coming weeks.
Submission Details, Dates, & Deadlines
Open for Submission – Follow the link – Submission Form
● Open Submission Dates December 15th 2019 – February 1st 2019
● Juried Selection February 1st – February 15th
● Selection Notification February 29th
● Event Date April 2020
Artwork and collaborations not selected for this exhibit will be considered for future installations.

Questions
All questions should be submitted to the Question Form